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This notice in TED website: http://ted.europa.eu/udl?uri=TED:NOTICE:124545-2013:TEXT:EN:HTML

B-Brussels: Notice of a call for expressions of interest in view of collecting a list of vendors
2013/S 075-124545

1. Authorising department:
European Parliament, Directorate-General for External Policies, Finance Unit, rue Wiertz 60, 1047Brussels,
BELGIUM.

2. Type:
Notice of a call for expressions of interest in view of collecting a list of vendors.
Interested economic operators are invited to submit their applications in accordance with the provisions of this
notice and for the purposes described herein.
When a public procurement operation relating to the areas described in point 4 arises, the authorising
department will send the tender documents simultaneously to all the candidates appearing on the list to submit a
tender.
Inclusion on the list does not imply any obligation on the part of the European Parliament either with regard
to the award of a contract or, subject to the foregoing, with regard to the dispatch of an invitation to submit a
tender.

3. Types of contracts to be competed for on the basis of the list:
The list compiled following this notice will be used for the following type of service contracts where the value
falls below the threshold set by the Directive (as of 1.1.2012, this threshold is set at 130 000 EUR):
— air transportation of freight (category 3 in Annex II A to Directive 2004/18/EC),
— sea transportation of freight (category 19 in Annex II B to Directive 2004/18/EC),
— land transportation of freight (category 2 in Annex II A to Directive 2004/18/EC),
— rail transportation of freight (category 18 in Annex II B to Directive 2004/18/EC).
These transportation means may vary or be combined depending on the destination and possible specific
requirements. The European Parliament seeks applicants who can provide, if necessary, any of the
abovementioned means of transportation.

4. Fields covered by this call for expressions of interest:
Transportation of equipment and materials by air and/or by land/sea (depending on specific requirements and/or
the destination) from Brussels and/or Luxembourg to the venue of various events, conferences and assemblies
co-organised worldwide by the European Parliament, with special focus on Africa, Caribbean and Pacific
countries (ACP countries), Latin America, Union for Mediterranean countries, eastern Europe and Euronest
countries; and return transportation of the same equipment and materials to Brussels/Luxembourg. The volume

may vary between +/- 20 m3 (+/- 4 000 kg) and +/- 50 m3 (+/- 11 000 kg).

5. Place of performance of the services:
Origin: the European Parliament in Brussels and/or Luxembourg.
Outbound destination: worldwide.
Return destination: the European Parliament in Brussels and/or Luxembourg.

6. Validity of the call for expressions of interest:
This call for expressions of interest shall be valid for 5 years with effect from the date on which the notice is sent
to the Publications Office of the European Union.
Valid from 5.4.2013 to 4.4.2018.
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Interested parties may submit an application at any time during the list's period of validity, except for the last 3
months thereof.
Closing date for the submission of applications: 4.1.2018.

7. Grouping:
Should a grouping be awarded the contract, it will, before signature of the contract, need to take on a legal
form allowing it to act as sole service provider or designate one of its members as leader representing the
other partners. The members of the grouping will be jointly liable to the European Union for performance of any
contract stemming from the list.

8. Address to which applications must be sent:
The application form available on http://www.europarl.europa.eu/tenders/invitations.htm should be sent to the
following e-mail address: xp-finance@ep.europa.eu
The subject must be marked as follows: 'List of vendors — EP/EXPO/C/Finance/Transportation of freight'. 
Applicants will receive an acknowledgement of receipt.

9. Additional information:
The attention of the interested parties is drawn to the aim of this notice, i.e. the compilation of a list of
candidates likely to be invited to respond to individual invitations to tender. Therefore, they are requested to
refrain from seeking further information at this stage.

10. Date of dispatch of the notice:
5.4.2013.
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